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About This Game

Single-player action game with massive fantasy battles, that using non-target directional combat system (like in Mount & Blade,
Gloria Victis). The game is offer non-stop action with multiple game modes (+ additional match settings). Many units on the

map, where each AI has it's own behavior and goals. Also you can try different classes, weapons and runes combination (runes is
not available yet), that will be affects your combat style. Also there is the Castle Mode, in which you can create your own castle,

recruit units, manage them and fight with other castles. If you wanted even more, then you can always try other creations in
Workshop.

KEY FEATURES

 Workshop Support (SOON) - custom maps, custom weapons, localization and some other things.

 Many Possibilities - 3 difficulty levels, ragdoll physics, Third or First person view, many blood, buffs / debuffs effects,
Hardcore Mode and many more. Everyone will finds something for yourself.

 Castle Mode (WORK IN PROGRESS) - create your own castle, recruit members to your battle team and fight with
other castles. You can earn gold from battles, upgrade the castle, recruit new units, train them, replace your death or injured
allies etc. This all with support custom maps, weapons from Workshop.
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 Different AI types - AIs have different behaviors and goals in each Game Modes, which makes each battle unique.

 Low-End Hardware Requirement - have an old PC or wants to play on your notebook while travelling? No problem,
you can change game parameters, that will be sufficient for the hardware you have.

ROADMAP

You can find links for Roadmap and Community Wishlist in Community Hub
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Title: Battle Motion
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Meadow Games
Publisher:
Meadow Games
Release Date: 4 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: 2 GHz or Faster (64-bit)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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This is a very good game, however, it is very difficult. I don't know what I'm doing wrong, but dang, it seems so hard. Any class
I choose, it's just hard. Maybe I suck. The graphics and sound are decent. The gameplay is also nice, very classic. It's controller
compatible, which is good. If you get it on the cheap, go for it. It's not bad. Good luck!. At first I thought it was an interesting
game with fresh concepts but after level 24 it started to get unfair. Level 25 introduces areas where you can't see the sound –
which is pretty unrealistic and illogical. Beginning with level 27, you have to get killed a few times until you know the important
stuff to complete the level. That isn't fair and, of course, isn't good game design as well. Disappointing. :-/. A Vampyre Story
proves to be a quirky point and click game with great writing and a cute art style.

The story follows Mona De Lafitte and her bat friend Froderick as they try to escape Baron Shrowdy von Kiefer. The plot
doesn't take itself very seriously at all and is filled with cheesy puns and references but still has a genuinely interesting cast of
characters; Mona herself is charming with a ridiculous amount of denial about her vampiric nature, while Froderick has some
very sarcastic lines that would often make me laugh. The animations can be a bit off at times but the designs have a lot of
personality and the voice acting is really high quality. Like other point and click games some of the solutions to the puzzles are
absolutely ridiculous, admittedly I did have to look up a walkthrough a couple of times, but they were still pretty fun and gave
more opportunities for the fantastic dialogue to shine through. I've seen other people talking about issues with the game running,
but apart from a weird instance where some of the cutscenes repeated themselves I didn't have any problems at all.

Once I finished I looked up some information on the sequel and it doesn't look like we'll be seeing it any time soon, which does
put a downer on the experience as it means that (spoiler) the story remains incomplete due to the cliffhanger ending. I would
love to get a continuation to Mona's journey at some point, but I had fun with what we've been given and could see myself
playing it again in the future. Overall I had a great time playing this game and I would definitely recommend it to anyone who
enjoys point and click adventure games with a sense of humour.. Just as fun any popcap game can get.
When you see, you are already addicted to this thing.
Good old times.. I huge con is that is is one of those real time FB format RPGs. However, it does have a weird, corny charm to
it. It's easy to play missions in the background. There is a decent character customization system, and it allows you to pour in
game "money" into your stats so you can have your preferred "armor." It's a fun time waster that you don't have to buy into the
whole "pay to win" deal to have fun.
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Polandball can into in my library.

 K.u.r.w.a/10. Farabel is a basic hex grid turn based combat strategy game.
It has an interesting progression system for the campaign. You play it backwards, fighting the final battle first then working your
way back to the first enemy encounter. The only unit to gain XP is the king, who gets a stat boost with every level. Backwards.
As in, each time you win a battle you lose a level and must choose a stat to lower. This does make each successive battle more
difficult. It certainly SOUNDS like a good idea. Well... no, actually it doesn't. And, in my opinion, it isn't a good idea in practice
either. Made me rather unhappy to win a battle. And, since you must win each battle to progress back to the beginning of the
war, there is no feeling good anywhere in the campaign.
Add onto that the fact that the combat system is very simplistic and you don't have a game that made me want to push through
to the end. Maybe it gets better farther in. But I do not care enough to find out. Other things of note. The art work is not bad.
Kind of cutsie. But not awesome enough to carry the game. The plot is okay. Again, not epic enough to deal with the rest to
want to see the end... err, the beginning. We already know the end.
I don't recommend purchasing Farabel. It's not terrible. But it's not good enough to recommend. I got it on sale and I'm sort of
regretting it.
. I wanted to be that one person to give this a good review...but sadly I cannot.

The game has a lot going for. I mean the comic-style horror (not the super jumpscares that we normally go through) gives it a
good vibe. The story gets better later on.

However, the controls...oh god the controls. They are just too sensitive. When changing maps, your direction goes back to the
same. For example, you're heading down and when the map changes when you heading down, it tries to go back up.

The interface is terrible. For the gamepad, it rotates to different stuff rather than what you want.

And at the end...oh man the end. Just dodging that shark thing. That is worse than the Chantelise and FF8 final boss.

In the end, the story was great. However, with the terrible controls, and the fact there's not another episode coming, it was better
off being a visual novel-type game.

Pros:
Good story.
Nice atmosphere

Cons:
Controls are terrible and too sensitive
Interface could be better
That goddamn lady
That goddamn shark

Now if you excuse me, I'm gonna take some pills for my headache.. What sadist thought it was a good idea to create a Dark
Souls game with helicopters. Played a mission over and over again and cannot beat it on easy. You have to complete two objects
and if you pass the first and fail the second, you have to replay the first again. Flying the A-10 in DCW is more forgiving.
Uninstalling this rage inducing game.. i'm pretty sure the positive reviews
are either
1. fake people
2. joke reviews. this game as a whole was a big bruh moment

the music was fantastic

my heart is gone. Caution:
You need the legacy physx driver to play! It won't recognize newer versions.
http://www.nvidia.com/object/physx-9.12.1031-legacy-driver.html

Nice game for the money asked ;)
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